University of Virginia - cs3102: Theory of Computation

Exam 2

Spring 2010
13 April (2:01pm)

Honor Policy. For this exam, you must work alone. You may not aid or accept aid
from other students.
You may consult the single page of notes you prepared before this exam as much
as you want. For no more than 30 minutes, you may also consult any other nonhuman resources you want including the course textbook, handouts, your notes,
other books, and on-line materials. If you use any resources other than the course
materials, cite the resources you used in your answer. You may start your additional
resource clock at any point you want after starting the exam. From that time, you
may use any of these resources you want, but must stop using them and not consult
them further after 30 minutes has expired. Other than the resource use time limit,
there is no time limit for this exam. However, we expect a well-prepared student
should be able to complete the exam in about two hours.
Directions. Answer all 5 questions, including all sub-parts. If you wish to type
your answers, use the LaTex template here: http://www.cs.virginia.edu/cs3102/exams/
exam2-template.tex. You may use the backs of pages for your scratch work, but we will
only grade answers that are written in the answer spaces, or that are found following
clearly marked arrows from these spaces. In general, the questions are organized by
topic not necessarily in order of difficulty.
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If you use any resources other than your notes page, use this space to record the time
you start to use resources other than your notes page:
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Problem 1: Language Classification.
Classify each of the following languages as: (R) Regular, (CF) Context-Free, but not
regular, (TD) Turing-Decidable, but not context-free, (TR) Turing-Recognizable, but
not Turing-decidable, or (None) None of the above.
For full credit, your answer should include a brief argument supporting your answer
(but a detailed proof is not needed).
a. (5) The set of strings generated by the replacement grammar (S is the start variable):
S
A
B

→
→
→

AS | SB
0|S
1|S

b. (5) R TM = {h M, wi | M is a description of a TM and w is not accepted by M }
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c. (5) POWER = {1x ∗ ∗1y = 1z | x, y, z ∈ N , z = x y }

d. (5) UVA-WINS = {y | y is a four-digit string representing a year between 2000
and 2999 and UVa wins an NCAA soccer championship (Men’s or Women’s) in
that year }
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Problem 2: Decidability. For each subpart, answer whether or not the language is
Turing-decidable. A full credit answer must include a convincing argument supporting your answer.
a. (10) REPEATS-STATETM = {h M, wi| M is a description of a TM and M enters
some FSM state more than once in processing input w. }

b. (10) REPEATS-STARTTM = {h M, wi| M is a description of a TM and M will enter
q0 more than once in processing input w. }
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c. (10) REPEATS-CONFIGURATIONTM = {h M, wi| M is a description of a TM and
M will repeat some configuration in processing w }
Hint: Recall that the configuration of a Turing machine is the entire contents
of the tape, the current FSM state, and the tape head position. For full credit,
your answer must include a correct reduction proof.
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Problem 3: Language Classes.
a. (10) Define a type of machine that recognizes the set of languages in the Mystery
Class ellipse depicted below:

The machine you define should be able to recognize infinitely many Turingrecognizable languages that are not Turing-decidable but should not be able
to recognize infinitely many languages that are Turing-decidable. You cannot
restrict the value of Σ (the input alphabet), but may place any other restrictions
you want on the machine. A good answer will include a convincing argument
why the machine you describe satisfies the requirements.
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b. (5) If A is a Turing-recognizable language and B ⊆ A, is B necessarily a Turingrecognizable language? (Prove or disprove.)

c. (5) If A and B are Turing-decidable languages is the concatenation of A and B
a Turing-decidable language? The concatenation of A and B is the language
{ xy| x ∈ A, y ∈ B}. (Prove or disprove.)
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Problem 4: Janus Machine. (15) Consider a Janus Machine which is similar to a
Turing machine except it has two heads which we will call the alpha and zeta heads.
Initially, the alpha head starts at the left edge of the tape and the zeta head starts at
the leftmost blank square (that is, one square after the end of the input). On each
step, the input symbols under both heads are read, each head can a symbol on the
tape, and each head can move one square left or right. Thus, the transition function
for a Janus machine has three inputs and
δ : Q × Γ × Γ → Q × Γ × {L, R} × Γ × {L, R}
Prove that the set of languages that can be decided by a Janus Machine is identical
to the set of language that can be decided by a Turing machine. (A super-full credit
answer would also resolve an important ambiguity in the computing model for the
Janus machine.)
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Problem 5: Fading Tape Machine. Consider a machine similar to a Turing machine,
with an infinite tape, single tape head, and FSM controller, but where the symbols
written on the tape are written with an ink that fades over time. The applies to both
the original input written on the tape, and all symbols written on the tape by the
machine.
A formal description of a Fading Tape machine is identical to that of a TM except
for the addition of K ∈ N , a natural number that gives the number of steps it takes
for ink to fate. After K steps without being written, the symbol in a square becomes
indistinguishable from a blank. Note that the value of K can be any natural number,
but it is part of the description of the machine (that is, the value of K cannot depend
on the input).
We can formalize our Fading Tape machine by adding a step-counter to the machine
and thinking of each write as including a time-stamp. The configuration for a Fading
Tape machine is the left side of the tape (note that each tape square now contains a
pair consisting of the tape symbol and time stamp), the current FSM state, the current step count, and the right side of the tape. Thus, the extended transition function
for a Fading Tape machine is,
δ∗ : (Γ, N )∗ × Q × N × (Γ, N )∗ → (Γ, N )∗ × Q × N × (Γ, N )∗
A partial definition of δ∗ is below (we have omitted the rules for dealing with the edge
of the tape, but these are similar to the rules for a standard TM).

∀u, v ∈ (Γ, N )∗ , a, b ∈ Γ, ni ∈ N , q ∈ Q:
if q ∈ q accept , qreject :
δ∗ (u, q F , n, v) = (u, q F , n, v)
else:
if δ(q, t) = (qr , c, L) and ns − nb > K or b = t:
δ∗ (u( a, n a ), q, ns , (b, nb )v) = δ∗ (u, qr , ns + 1, ( a, n a )(c, 0)v)
if δ(q, t) = (qr , c, R) and ns − nb > K or b = t:
δ∗ (u, q, ns , (b, nb )v) = δ∗ (u(c, 0), qr , ns + 1, v)
if δ(q, b) = (qr , c, L) and ns − nb ≤ K:
δ∗ (u( a, n a ), q, ns , (b, nb )v) = δ∗ (u, qr , ns + 1, ( a, n a )(c, 0)v)
if δ(q, b) = (qr , c, R) and ns − nb ≤ K
δ∗ (u, q, ns , (b, nb )v) = δ∗ (u(c, 0), qr , ns + 1, v)

( Questions on next page)
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a. (10) To define the computing model for the Fading Tape machine, we need to
specify its initial configuration. Provide a suitable description of the initial configuration to fill in the missing space in the computing model definition below.
A Fading Tape Machine M = ( Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , q accept , qreject , K ) accepts a
string w ∈ Σ∗ iff
δ∗ (initial configuration needed) = (γL , q accept , γR )
for some γL , γR ∈ (Γ, N )∗ .
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b. (10) Define precisely the power of a Fading Tape machine. Support your answer
with a very convincing argument.

1 (20) 2 (30) 3 (20) 4 (15) 5 (20) Total (105)
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